
November 24, 2019 

This I Believe 

When you entered church this morning, you may have noticed the two 

posters that are on display. If you have not had a chance to see them, please 

take a look after the service. One of these posters served as the inspiration 

for my thoughts today. 

 

It is from the November 3rd Mutts comic about a trio of pets: 2 cats and a 

dog. Spying Jules, the cat, with a tablet and pencil in his paws, the little dog 

asks him what he is doing. Jules replies that he has started an “Endangered 

List”. What’s on it?, asks the dog.  

Empathy, Compassion, Kindness, Sympathy, Decency, Sensitivity, 

Integrity, Altruism, Affection, Benevolence, Heart, Tenderness, Love, 

Humanity, Charity, Grace, Courtesy, Tolerance, Mercy, Intelligence, 

Leniency, Understanding, Common Sense, Goodwill, Patience, 

Wisdom… 

You might think this comic is a commentary of our current world climate and 

I would agree with you. As I thought about the power of Jules words, I 



wondered what could be done by one person or a group of people that 

could possibly help. This thought immediately led to the Golden Rule – what 

I remember learning as a child and what seems to have been forgotten: Do 

Unto Others As You Would Have Them Do Unto You. And then I realized, for 

me, that it all boiled down to “Kindness”.  Kindness is the beginning. 

Jean Jacques Rousseau, a Genevan philosopher whose political philosophy 

influenced the progress of Enlightenment throughout Europe, said “What 

wisdom can you find that is greater than kindness?” 

The dictionary defines kindness as “the practice of being, or the tendency to 

be, sympathetic and compassionate.” A kindness is as act that shows 

consideration and caring. 

We as a church do kindness really well. It’s one of the reasons that I love 

coming here and being part of this community. Is there anything more that 

we can better understand that would help kindness to flourish in our 

communities – the wider community beyond this church and even further 

afield? 

The second poster that I have on display here is the Golden Rule as defined 

by 13 world religions. It turns out that we are not so different from one 

another; that all the religions that I looked at teach about kindness and 

treating the “other” as you would want to be treated. So assuming that 

practitioners of these other religions follow what they profess, it is not 

religious difference that divides us. You already knew that, too.  

We can all vote and I’m sure we all will. But what can we do in the 

meantime? What more can we do in our daily lives? 

I’ve collected some quotes on kindness from some very wise people and 

would share them with you here. 



How lovely to think that no one need wait a moment, we can start 

now, start slowly changing the world! How lovely that everyone, 

great and small, can make their contribution toward introducing 

justice straightaway... And you can always, always give something, 

even if it is only kindness! – Anne Frank, who died in a German 

concentration camp at age 15.  

During my weekly interactions with seniors throughout our community, I see 

that my smile and acknowledgement means so much to them. The 

sometimes intense look I receive in return that says “I know you see me” 

speaks volumes. The conversation that says “I want to share my story with 

you because you care and are willing to listen to me,” touches my heart. It’s 

a simple thing to do, to slow down a bit and enter into the space of another. 

Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly 
endless. – Mother Teresa 
 

Have you noticed a kindness shared often results in the sharing of more 
kindnesses? If you can brighten the day of someone who is feeling a bit 
down, they will often extend kindness to others and maybe, even, to 
themselves. 

 
Sometimes we are challenged to offer kindness to another, perhaps 
someone different or someone that we don’t understand. And sometimes 
when we don’t understand something, we also feel some fear and anger 
about the uncomfortable situation. Offering kindness and compassion to 
ourselves can move us forward. Buddhist monk and teacher Thich Nhat 
Hanh shares: 
 

Though we all have the fear and seeds of anger within us, we must 
learn not to water those seeds and instead nourish our positive 
qualities – those of compassion, understanding, and loving kindness.  
 



I’ve had the opportunity to practice this loving kindness in my interactions 
with my father during the past few years. As a child I was very afraid of my 
father and his abusive and angry outbursts. It’s not easy, even these many 
years later, but when I remember to be kind to myself and to “not water 
those seeds of fear and anger”, I am able to talk with him and extend to him 
well wishes. 
 

Love and Kindness are never wasted. They always make a difference. 
They bless the one who receives them and they bless you, the giver. 
– Dr. Barbara De Angelis, well-known teacher in the field of personal 
and spiritual development. 

 

If we can remember the fruit of the spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, 

kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control in our 

interactions with others and with ourselves, we can work to create a better 

world for humankind. Leo Tolstoy reminds us that “the kinder and more 

thoughtful a person is, the more kindness he can find in other people.” 

The next time you are being hard on yourself, slow down and try a little 

kindness. The next time you encounter someone looking lost or confused, 

let them know that you truly see them and care. And when you encounter a 

person who is differently abled or suffering the effects of ill health, do let 

them know that you care.  

I’ll leave you with this anonymous quote that gives me hope: 

Kindness is a wonderful way to let another struggling soul know that 

there is still love in this world. 

I invite all of you to be part of the circle -- Let’s Draw the Circle Wide and fill 

it with Kindness! 

-- Ginny Hauser 

 


